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Evolution of Higgs Physics: From Limits to Precision

H Limits
H Discovery

Precision H  

√s=7 TeV 8 TeV ß 13 TeV à

Short doubling time of the amount of data from the LHC
The field of Higgs physics has very rapidly expanded

Run 2 now over Þ ≥ 160 fb-1 for ATLAS & CMS each ! 

ß Run 1 à ß Run 2   à



Evolution of PDG Higgs Review 2011-2018 
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The reduction of the text on the details of the discovery channels has been 
compensated by new additions. There has been a significant effort to reduce the length

especially in the 2016 & 2018 edition by decreasing the number of figures and 
increased use of summary “tables”

21 pages of 
859 

references



Evolution of the Higgs Review: 2014 à 2016 à 2018
• 2014 involved a reduction of ~ 28% in length with respect to the 2013 online 

version, first edition after the Higgs Discovery edition to follow PDG Editors 
guidance (2012 has an addendum after the Higgs discovery) 
2013 was a Complete Rewrite, as highlighted by the 2014 Advisory Board Comments



Evolution of the Higgs Review: 2014 à 2016 à 2018
• 2016 involved important changes in the balance between Experimental results 

and BSM theory, following most of the 2014 advisory board recommendations
- Update on state of the art discussion of SM Higgs production and decay rates.
- First results on main production channels at 13 TeV
- Expanded on Higgs production with top quarks  or in top decays
- Added Higgs boson pair production
- Added channels for rare decays (H→ee, LFV, probing charm and light quark  couplings)
- Created two new sections on Combination of search channels (sec IV) and EFT 

analysis for probing Higgs coupling properties,  combining a theoretical 
framework and fits to experimental  data (Sec VI), and kept the section on Higgs 
properties (width and quantum numbers) (Sec V) [replaced section IV of  2014]

- Extended discussion on constraints on Higgs width (section V.3)
- Shortened by 50% the introduction to BSM and by 35% the SUSY theory 

subsection (2014 section V, 2016 section VII)
- Kept at similar levels the Non-SUSY weak dynamics, Composite Higgs and BSM 

Searches subsections (inside section V in 2014 à inside section VII in 2016)
- Expanded section on experimental searches for extended Higgs sectors



Evolution of the Higgs Review: 2014 à 2016 à 2018
• 2018 involved an additional reduction of ~10% in length and a significant 

reshape of the presentation
- Sharpen the text in ALL sections to make place for new information
- New results/updates on SM theory calculations of production and decay rates.
- Added new strategy for learning about the Higgs width from on-shell rate in  

diphoton channel
- Important rewrite and reduction by 35% of the SUSY BSM theory section,   

maximally optimized to interface with SUSY section of the report and to support  
the additional Higgs searches interpretations

- Update on 2HDM theory   
- Update on BSM Searches

Comments: 
2015 online version essentially the same as 2014 (long shutdown between 2013-15
2017 online version quite similar to 2018 (took time to update results in 2017)



Status of Higgs Physics : Current Landscape

Precision
- Mass and width
- Coupling properties
- Quantum numbers (Spin, CP)
- Differential cross sections
- Off Shell couplings and width
- Interferometry

Is the SM minimal?
Extended scalar sectors:

- Singlet SM extensions
- 2HDM searches
- CP violation in extended Higgs sectors
- MSSM, NMSSM searches
- Higgs triplets and Doubly charged 

Higgs bosons 
- Composite Higgs frameworks

Tool for discovery
- Portal to DM (invisible Higgs)
- Portal to hidden sectors
- Portal to BSM physics with H0

in the final state (ZH0, WH0, H0H0)

Rare decays
- Zg, gg∗
- μμ
- LFV μτ, eτ
- J/Ψγ, ϒγ, ϕγ, ργ

Rare Production
- tH, ttH
- FCNC top decays
- Di-Higgs production 

(trilinear couplings and  
interference effects)

PDG Listing entry for the Higgs boson

The Higgs boson
Preamble

Towards a Global Interpretation
- Towards Fiducial Measurements
- Towards a consensus EFT Framework 

(SMEFT)



Higgs boson properties 

Some Summaries In Tabular Form
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Higgs boson mass 

Di-H
iggs lim

its 

Signal Significances

Invisible Higgs

Flavor violatin
g

H



Personal Prognostication On Future Higgs Results
• 2018: 

– ATLAS & CMS continue publishing results from partial 
Run 2 data, e.g. ttH , H→ !! and  H→bb Observation

• 2019:
– ATLAS & CMS continue to publish results from full Run 2 prompt 

Reco data
• & Combine with Run 1 ?

– prepare for “Legacy” Run 2 results with final reconstruction
• ≥ 2020:

– First Legacy publications + combinations of results from within 
each collaboration

– Prelim. (Run 1 +) Run 2 LHC combination of results? 
– Publish Run1 + Run 2 LHC SM combination results in 2021 ??
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Bottom line: A flood of defining precision  measurements 

coming our way in the next 3 years 



Thoughts On Next Editions of Higgs Review
Additions/Updates: Wish list 

– Run 2 Higgs Mass & Coupling measurements & their combination  (Run 1 + 2 )
– Expand on Higgs differential production cross section 
– Expand on di-Higgs discussion, in particular in relation to self couplings and 

interference effects in the presence of new scalars/new physics
– New physics model section: expand on the Higgs portals and exotic Higgs 

decays (with connection to long-lived particles)
– Update extended Higgs sectors in SUSY
– Update on the relevance of searches for models of strong dynamics
– Expand on additional Higgs searches and explore their connections with 

BSM scenarios
– Re-shape the EFT presentation with full integration with the presentation of the 

Higgs coupling measurements
• reach out to the relevant community à achieve consensus

– Briefly discuss connections between Higgs and cosmology, in particular on 
inflation & electroweak baryogenesis and the dynamics of the EW phase 
transition
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Thoughts On Next Editions of Higgs Review
Subtractions:

– Reduce present narrative, figures in several places (e.g. Section III, expt. 
profile) to make way for newer material like Differential XS, ttH, and Di-Higgs 
searches/studies

• Not much “fat” text  left to remove for review to remain self-consistent
– Fewer figures à more summary tables (finally with Latex J)
– Review again and reduce # of references (859 papers in 2018 edition !)

• Reduce refs by pointing to past PDG versions  (?)
à received sharp blowback from some theorists

References really matter only for hardcopy (Book) version, not electronic 
version

[They do not get in way of narrative]
[They are good unbiased resource for young researchers]
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How to Kill two birds with one stone: A possible solution ?
ØKeep the extensive references à authors of papers get due citations
ØKeep the hardcopy version of paper short, put refs on web

ØTake advantage of Bibtex à PDG provides publisher a list of citations à
Publisher puts it in citation index � happy theorists 



Responses to 2016 Advisory Comm. On Higgs Review

• “We recommend keeping the integration of theoretical and 
experimental aspects of a topic together in one review”
– Thank You !

• “The Higgs review is highly successful and will grow in importance. 
We recommend that in the future it be divided into two reviews: one 
on the Higgs in the Standard Model, listed under the “Standard 
Model” category, and one on Higgs in Beyond the Standard Model 
theories, to be listed under the “Hypothetical” category. This second 
review would include material on Composite Higgs Bosons and 
Dynamical Electroweak Symmetry Breaking”
– While we understand this viewpoint, after fair bit of thinking 

and discussion, we respectfully disagree. 
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Why Keep SM and BSM Narratives Together ?

1. Currently SM and BSM intertwined in every sections: a split will imply a major rewriting
2. While the Higgs is very much SM-like, it is at the heart of most BSM scenarios (because of 

the question of naturalness). 
3. Measuring any property of the Higgs is primarily a quest of BSM physics, often in a 

complementary way to direct searches (e.g. in MSSM or MCHM). The Higgs boson is a tool 
for exploration as much as a standalone topic of investigation.

4. Higgs physics measurements as a probe of new physics are one key topic in all discussions 
on future colliders and constitute one major element of cross-comparison and synergy: a 
split =  lessening of the central role of Higgs physics.

5. All BSM theory text is oriented and focused on the Higgs, in a way that is complementary
to other BSM reviews (e.g. SUSY or Dynamic SB) and relevant both to the measurements 
of the Higgs couplings and to the search for additional states. The links between reviews 
have been inserted in the current version.

6. The scope of the searches reported in our review is only the searches for additional Higgs 
bosons (mostly directed to MSSM or NMSSM scenarios) and not additional top-partners or 
other resonances usually present in any BSM models: a split = sizeable increase of BSM 
against SM (maybe not justified in regards of the null evidence for new physics so far).



Summary & Outlook
• Higgs review comprehensive & found useful by community

• The much awaited transition from Texsis à Latex will make writing 
of the review, particularly Refs and Tables, SO MUCH easier.   
Thanks PDG team J

• We welcome all suggestions to further improve this review ! 14

2014
Higgs = new
shiny object !

2016
Less shiny 

object 
but very
relevent
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